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Summary
Numerous studies have examined T cell receptor (TCR) usage of selected virus-specific T cell clones, yet little information is available regarding the stability and diversity of TCR repertoire usage during viral infections. Here, we analyzed the Vβ8.1 TCR repertoire directly ex vivo by complementarity-determining region 3 (CDR3) length spectratyping throughout the acute lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV) infection, into memory, and under conditions of T cell clonal exhaustion. The Vβ8 population represented 30–35% of the LCMV-induced CD8+ T cells and included T cells recognizing several LCMV-encoded peptides, allowing for a comprehensive study of a multiclonal T cell response against a complex antigen. Genetically identical mice generated remarkably different T cell responses, as reflected by different spectratypes and different TCR sequences in some sized spectratype bands; however, a conserved CDR3 motif was found within some same sized bands. This indicated that meaningful studies on the evolution of the T cell repertoire required longitudinal studies within individual mice. Such longitudinal studies with peripheral blood lymphocyte samples showed that (a) the virus-induced T cell repertoire changes little during the apoptosis period after clearance of the viral antigens; (b) the LCMV infection dramatically skews the host T cell repertoire in the memory state; and (c) continuous selection of the T cell repertoire occurs under conditions of persistent infections.
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Viral infections often induce potent immune responses associated with hyperplasia of T cells, which clear the virus, undergo apoptosis, and return to homeostasis, leaving the host with memory T cells that rapidly respond to the pathogen on subsequent challenge (1). Although many studies have examined the specificities and functions of selected virus-specific T cell clones (2–5), little is known about the diversity of the T cell repertoire in genetically identical hosts responding to infection and how this repertoire changes during the transition between an acute infection and a memory response. The relationship between T cell repertoires during primary and secondary viral infections and the evolution of the T cell response under conditions of clonal exhaustion associated with persistent infections are also not well understood. For instance, Are there changes in the T cell repertoire during the apoptotic phase of the T cell response? How similar is the memory repertoire to that of the acute infection? Does T cell clonal exhaustion under conditions of high antigen dose eliminate all or simply a subpopulation of responding T cells?

The strong T cell response during lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus (LCMV), strain Armstrong (LCMV-ARM) infection of C57BL/6 mice is well characterized and provides a useful system to study the evolution of the TCR repertoire under conditions where antigen is cleared and where an acute T cell response converts into a memory response. The clone 13 variant of the Armstrong strain, which differs from its parent strain by only two amino acids, disseminates broadly in vivo and results in persistent infection and clonal exhaustion of CTL in high doses (6, 7). The CD8+ T cell epitopes of LCMV-ARM and LCMV clone 13 are the same (8), thereby enabling one to compare the evolution of the LCMV-induced TCR repertoire usage during the LCMV-ARM and LCMV clone 13 infections.
The acute LCMV infection causes a logarithmic expansion of LCMV-specific CTL, peaking at ~1/30 precursor CTL (pCTL) per CD8⁺ cell at days 8–9 after infection (9). These activated T cells become sensitized to activation-induced cell death and die through apoptosis at days 10–14 after infection (10, 11). Although there is a remarkable reduction in the total number of CD8⁺ cells, the pCTL frequency per CD8⁺ cell for each of three immunodominant peptides drops only twofold and thereafter remains stable throughout the lifetime of the mouse (9, 12). The LCMV-specific CD4⁺ T helper cell precursors (pTh) peak at only about 1/600 CD4⁺ T cells, but reduction of pTh per CD4⁺ cell and the stability of LCMV-specific pTh are similar to those observed in the CD8 system (1). In contrast, the CTL memory is lost under conditions of high doses of LCMV clone 13 infection, which induces a transient antiviral CTL response followed by a clonal exhaustion of the virus-specific CTL (7).

Kinetic studies on the pCTL frequencies to three immunodominant peptides have suggested that the LCMV-specific T cell repertoire remains unchanged between day 7 of infection and well into long term memory and that a high frequency of LCMV-specific memory T cells is preserved into memory. However, these data are dependent on the ability of T cells to grow out in limiting dilution assays (LDA), where in vitro manipulation in the functional assays might introduce unknown biases. Recent work using tetrameric MHC molecules to quantify LCMV-specific T cells supports our previous study, which concluded that most of the CD8⁺ T cells included during LCMV infection are virus specific (13, 14). These studies also support our LDA data that show a substantial skewing of the TCR repertoire toward virus-specific cells in the memory state. However, these studies define T cells in terms of their specificity and do not evaluate any changes in TCR usage that may develop during the progression of an infection. Little is known about the relationship of multiple clones of T cells to each other in a complex multiclonal immune response directed against a number of immunodominant and subdominant peptides.

To evaluate the dynamics of such a multiclonal T cell response to a virus infection we have done a molecular analysis of the TCR repertoire directly ex vivo by complementarity-determining region 3 (CDR 3) length spectratyping, a technique initially developed by Panneletier et al. (15). This technique consists of two major steps to analyze the CDR 3, which is encoded by the joining of V, D, and J segments and defines much of the TCR specificity (16). First, the RT-PCR reaction with specific Vβ and Cβ primers competitively amplifies from a bulk population of T cells, TCR with specific Vβ sequences but different CDR 3 regions. Second, the PCR products are further analyzed with different labeled Jβ primers in a run-off reaction to yield the size peaks for all the VDJ combinations. The spectrum of size differences across the CDR 3 region is known as the spectratype. Since the relative intensity of a given size peak is proportional to the amount of the non-amplified RNA molecules, an increase in the height and area of a particular peak signals expansion of T cell clones. Therefore, one can obtain distinct CDR3 profiles to analyze for changes of the TCR repertoire during infection.

To examine the LCMV-induced T cell repertoire usage, we analyzed the Vβ8.1⁺ T cell repertoire because it was expanded vigorously during acute LCMV infection. It represents a substantial portion of the CD8⁺ T cell response and includes T cells with a wide variety of specificities directed against several virus-encoded peptides. Our data indicate that genetically identical mice generate significantly different T cell responses to the same antigens, albeit with some preferential Jβ usage and a conserved TCR motif. This indicates that, unlike LDA and tetrameric MHC-peptide analyses, spectratype comparisons of T cell receptors between mice are uninterpretable and that individual mice must be examined longitudinally for a meaningful analysis of the evolution of T cell responses. We present here such a longitudinal study, and our data support the concepts that (a) no further selection of LCMV-induced T cell repertoire occurs after the virus is cleared and during the apoptotic phase of the immune response; (b) the LCMV infection alters the host T cell repertoire dramatically and leaves it with a high frequency of LCMV-specific T cells in the memory state; and (c) evolution of the T cell response occurs under conditions of clonal exhaustion associated with persistent infection.

Materials and Methods

Virus Preparation. The LCMV-Arm strain and the AN3739 strain of Pichinde virus (PV) were propagated in baby hamster kidney cells, as described previously (17). The highly disseminating LCMV-Arm clone 13 variant was obtained from Dr. M.B.A. Oldstone (Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation, La Jolla, CA) (8). Infection of mice (5–6 wk-old C57BL/6) by 10⁵ PFU of LCMV or 3 × 10⁹ PFU of PV in 0.1-ml vol per mouse, or intravenously with 2 × 10⁶ PFU of LCMV clone 13 in a 0.4-ml vol per mouse. To reduce nonspecific T cell activation induced by fetal bovine serum, LCMV and PV were diluted at 1:100 and 1:20, respectively, with phosphate-buffered saline before injection. For secondary LCMV infection, the immune mice at 6–7 wk after infection, before neutralizing antibodies were significantly induced (18), were injected intraperitoneally with 10⁶ PFU of LCMV in 0.2–0.3-ml vol per mouse.

Spleen Cell Preparation and Sorting. Spleen leukocytes were prepared as described previously (19). To isolate CD8⁺ Vβ⁺ cells, 10⁵ spleen cells were stained with 50 µl of anti-CD8 PE (PharMingen, San Diego, CA) and 50 µl of anti-Vβ8.1/8.2 FITC (PharMingen) for 30 min on ice and washed twice with RPMI 1640 (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) before sorting. In some experiments CD4⁺ and CD8⁺ cells were isolated by staining with 50 µl of anti-CD8 PE and 50 µl of anti-CD4 FITC (PharMingen) before sorting. For staining, 10⁵ spleen cells were mixed with anti-CD8 PE and anti-Vβ8.1/8.2 FITC, and then fixed with 1% paraformaldehyde (J.T. Baker, Inc., Phillipsburg, NJ).
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and subjected to DNA sequencing by using specific unlabeled Jβ primer and a Dye Terminator Cycle Sequencing kit (Perkin-Elmer, Foster City, CA). The sequencing products were run through 4.75% sequencing gels and analyzed on an automatic DNA sequencer (model 373; PE Applied Biosystems).

Statistical Analysis. To determine the significance of the preservation of a dominant peak in the memory response, we compared the proportion of the peak within that specific Jβ spectratype in the immune mouse with that of a comparable peak in naive mice. Because the naive spectratypes invariably have a normal Gaussian distribution, the mean and standard deviations of the peak within a certain Jβ spectratype were calculated from five naive mice. The preservation of a significant dominant peak in memory was defined as those peaks whose proportions exceeded the mean of naive mice by >2 SD.

Results

Vβ8 Usage in LCMV Infection. To study the evolution of TCR repertoire usage in LCMV infection, we chose to analyze the Vβ8 TCR, because it is expressed on a significant number of T cells in the C57BL/6 mouse (4), and because the LCMV-specific lysis is highly represented within the Vβ8 population (19). As shown in Fig. 1, acute LCMV infection expanded the CD8+ Vβ8+ cells from 3 to 16% of spleen cells or from 20 to 30–35% of total CD8+ cells. Therefore, the CD8+ Vβ8+ cells contributed greatly to the major expansion of the CD8+ population during acute LCMV infection. To characterize the specificity of these CD8+ Vβ8+ cells, we tested their cytolytic activities against targets infected with LCMV or with the heterologous virus, PV. As shown in Table 1, the CD8+ Vβ8+ cells induced during the acute LCMV infection specifically lysed LCMV-infected but not PV-infected targets. The CD8+ Vβ8+ cells also specifically lysed RMA-S cells pulsed with LCMV peptides GP33, GP276, and NP396. We have reported previously that RMA-S cells pulsed with peptides from other viruses are lysed much less by LCMV-induced T cells (20). Interestingly, enrichment of specific CTL activities against all three LCMV immunodominant epitopes was detected within the CD8+ Vβ8+ cells, indicating that this subset of T cells is useful for examining the dynamics of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Enrichment within the CD8+ Vβ8+ Population of Specific CTL Avidity against 3 LCMV Immunodominant Epitopes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% Specific lysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD8+ Vβ8+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. LCMV-infected MC57G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PV-infected MC57G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M57G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. GP33-pulsed RMA-S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GP276-pulsed RMA-S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP396-pulsed RMA-S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMA-S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Specific lysis mediated by each population of T cells against infected or peptide-coated targets was determined in a 6-h 51Cr-release assay. Spleen cells from C57BL/6 mice at 9 d after infection with LCMV were sorted by FACS® to obtain CD8+ Vβ8+ cells. The purities of the sorted CD8+ Vβ8+ and CD8+ Vβ8- cells in EXPT 1 were 85 and 98%, and those in EXPT 2 were 90 and 98%, respectively.

*The numbers under each effector cell type represent the effector to target ratio used.
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a complex T cell response directed against several epitopes (Table 1).

We next examined the contribution of the Vb8.1 and 8.2 subsets to the expansion of the Vb8 population during acute LCMV infection by using RT-PCR with the Vb8.1- and 8.2-specific primers in combination with the Cβ primer. A much stronger band was detected when the acute LCMV-infected splenic RNA was amplified with the Vb8.1 and Cβ primers (data not shown). Thus, analysis of the Vb8.1 TCR usage would shed light on the evolution of a significant part of the LCMV-induced T cell repertoire.

Similar Spectratypes Are Detected in Spleen, PB, and PEC within an Individual Mouse.

To determine the LCMV-induced Vb8.1 TCR repertoire usage directly ex vivo, we analyzed the TCR usage by CDR3 length spectratyping. Pilot experiments were performed by using five Jβ primers to determine the spectratype during acute LCMV infection. Whereas naive mice generated the typical Gaussian distribution (see Fig. 5, day 0), spectratypes were skewed in LCMV-infected mice (Figs. 2 and 3). The LCMV-induced splenic spectratypes were different among individual mice, although there were some similarities. To confirm that the variation between spectratypes was due to the differences of TCR usage among individual mice instead of problems with the reproducibility of the technique, we took two different RNA samples and performed spectratyping in triplicates, beginning with separate RT-PCR reactions. The spectratypes were highly reproducible within each RNA sample (data not shown).

Because the spectratypes varied between individual mice, studies on the evolution of the repertoire necessitated following the same individual mice longitudinally during
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**Figure 2.** Similar CDR3 profiles of the Vb8.1-Jβ run-off products from acute LCMV-infected spleen, PB, and PEC within a mouse. Total RNAs were extracted from spleen leukocytes, PB, and PEC 8 d after LCMV infection and subjected to spectratyping as described in Materials and Methods. Radioactivity intensity (y-axis) was plotted against relative CDR3 size (x-axis).

**Figure 3.** Host diversity in the broad spectrum of Vb8.1+ T cell response as demonstrated by complete CDR3 size analysis within the Vb8.1+ cells from day 8 LCMV-infected mice. CDR3 size patterns were obtained from day 8 LCMV-infected PBL from four C57BL/6 mice. Total RNAs from the PB were extracted and subjected to spectratyping as described in Materials and Methods. The PCR products were subjected to run-off reactions using [γ-32P]ATP-labeled (A) or fluorescent (B) Jβ primers. Jβ1.3 and Jβ1.6 were labeled with the fluorescent dye Ned; Jβ1.4 and Jβ2.5 with 6-Fam; Jβ1.5, Jβ2.3, and Jβ2.7 with Hex. Because primers labeled with different fluorophores give different fluorescent intensity, it is not appropriate to compare the relative fluorescent intensity between different fluorophore-labeled run-off products. The magnitude of fluorescent intensities is 6-Fam > Hex > Ned.
LCMV infection, as a comparison of spectratypes between the mice would be impossible to interpret. This could only be done by examining PB spectratypes, as examining spleen cell spectratypes would require killing the mice. To see whether the PB spectratypes were representative of those in other immunological compartments, we compared the spectratypes in spleen, PB, and PEC after LCMV infection and found them to be nearly identical (Fig. 2). Fig. 2 shows the spectratypes for day 8 after infection, and spectratypes similar for spleen, PB, and PEC were also observed at days 6 and 12 after infection (data not shown). Thus, it was feasible to study the evolution of TCR repertoire usage in LCMV infection by determining the PB spectratype.

Acute LCMV Infection Expands a Broad Spectrum of V\(\beta 8.1^+\) T Cells. To examine the complete V\(\beta 8.1^+\) T cell repertoire in acute LCMV infection, we analyzed the V\(\beta 8.1\) spectratypes with primers specific to all 12 J\(\beta s\). The V\(\beta 8.1\) spectratypes from naive mice at 6 wk and 4 mo of age invariably had a normal Gaussian distribution for each of the J\(\beta s\) (data not shown). In contrast, the acute LCMV infection expanded a broad spectrum of V\(\beta 8.1^+\) T cells. Dominant peaks were consistently detected in the spectratypes of J\(\beta s\) 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.5, and 1.6 in most of the mice tested; some other peaks occasionally were detected in the J\(\beta 2s\) (Fig. 3; The two types of graphic displays reflect the fact that some analyses used \[33P\]-labeling [Fig. 3 A] and others, done later in the study, used fluorescent labeling [Fig. 3 B]). The spectratypes determined by J\(\beta s\) 2.2 and 2.4 were consistently very weak, as the radioactivity intensities (Y-axes) were low in both acutely infected and naive mice. Thus, genetically identical hosts generate somewhat predictable but nevertheless different T cell spectratypes in response to the same virus. Of the 12 J\(\beta s\), J\(\beta 1s\) were preferentially used. This preferential expansion was elicited by the virus infection and not by the diluted culture media vehicle, as the spectratype from vehicle-injected mice had a normal Gaussian distribution (data not shown). The V\(\beta 8.1\) spectratype in acute PV infection, which also activated V\(\beta 8^+\) T cells, although to a lesser extent, was unlike that observed in the acute LCMV infection, as PV infection did not generate consistent dominant peaks in the spectratypes of V\(\beta 8.1\) J\(\beta 1.1\) and V\(\beta 8.1\) J\(\beta 1.2\) (data not shown). The observation of discrete LCMV-induced clonal expansion by spectratyping indicates that the massive proliferation of T cells within the V\(\beta 8.1\) population is unlikely due to LCMV-encoded superantigen stimulation or nonspecific cytokine stimulation.

The Skewed V\(\beta 8.1\) Spectratype Is Dominated by the CD8\(^+\) T Cell Population. To evaluate the contribution of the CD8\(^+\) and CD8\(^-\) T cell populations to the skewed V\(\beta 8.1\) spectratype during acute LCMV infection, we depleted CD8\(^+\) T cells from the spleen cells at 9 d after LCMV infection and compared the spectratype of the CD4-depleted spleen cells to that of the total spleen cells. As shown in Fig. 4, experiment 1 (EXPT. 1), the spectratype of the CD4-depleted spleen cells was very similar to that of the total spleen cells, indicating that CD4\(^+\) T cells contribute little to the skewed V\(\beta 8.1\) spectratype. We also sorted CD4\(^+\) and CD8\(^+\) T cells from the spleen cells at 8 d after LCMV infection and determined their V\(\beta 8.1\) spectratype. The CD8 spectratype was nearly identical to that of the unsorted spectratype (Fig. 4, EXPT. 2). Even though responses could be seen within the J\(\beta 1.2\) and J\(\beta 1.3\) CD4 spectra, in the total T cell population they were not sufficient to influence the more dominant response associated with the CD8\(^+\) T cells. Taken together, the skewed V\(\beta 8.1\) spectratype is dominated by the CD8\(^+\) T cell population, and studies of the LCMV-induced V\(\beta 8.1\) spectratype by using PB or spleen reflect mainly the LCMV-induced CD8 spectratype.

The V\(\beta 8.1\) Spectratype Changes Little during the Apoptosis Phase of the T Cell Response. The fact that LCMV-induced spectratypes differed between individual mice indicated that studies on the evolution of the T cell response could not be done by comparison of one mouse to another, but instead required longitudinal studies within the same mouse. We were able to do this by examining PB spectratypes. From days 10 to 14 after infection, a time period immediately after the peak in the massive CD8\(^+\) T cell proliferation, the majority of the T cells undergo apoptosis in vivo (11). Most virus is cleared by \(\sim 7\) d after infection, and we asked whether there is a further selection of T cell receptors after viral clearance and during this apoptosis phase. Fig. 5 shows the PB spectratype from individual mice at days 6 to 12 after infection and compares it with
the normal Gaussian distribution pattern of separately examined uninfected mice. The naïve spectratype began to change by day 5 (data not shown) and evolved into a distinct spectratype by day 8 after infection. This distinct spectratype remained stable from days 8 to 12 after infection, even though there was a significant decrease in the number of T cells after day 9. This suggests that after viral antigens are cleared, further selection of the T cell repertoire does not occur during the T cell apoptosis period.

Sequence Analyses Show Stability of the TCR Repertoire within an Individual Mouse but Distinctions among Mice. To determine whether a discrete spectratype peak was predominantly monoclonal and whether a further selection of the TCR sequences occurred from days 8 to 12 after LCMV infection, we directly sequenced PCR DNA amplified from day 8 and day 12 LCMV-infected PBL (Fig. 5) by using Jβ primers that had revealed singular and dominant spectratype bands. Fig. 6 shows that this technique revealed predominantly monoclonal TCR sequences in some mice. The sequences of mouse 4 were monoclonal, whereas the sequences in mice 1 and 3 each appeared to reveal two clones. The sequences in the CDR3 region remained unchanged from days 8 to 12 after LCMV infection in mice 1, 3, and 4. In mouse 2, it was hard to draw any conclusion by comparing the sequences between day 8 and day 12 of LCMV infection because too many unreadable sequences were present in the CDR3 region, indicating that several clones were present. Surprisingly, the DNA sequences were very different among these four mice even though they had a very similar Jβ1.6 spectratype with discrete, similarly sized bands. Notably, a conserved GXXN amino acid motif with a non-V, non-J-encoded glycine residue at position 96 was detected in all the sequences analyzed, even those from the multiclonal mouse 2, suggesting the importance of this motif for the recognition of LCMV. These DNA sequence data further support the concepts that genetically identical hosts generate different
T cell responses to the same antigen and that after 7 d of LCMV infection, when virus is cleared, no further selection of the T cell repertoire occurs.

The Vb8.1 Spectratype Changes Continuously from 7 to 13 d under Conditions of Clonal Exhaustion by High Doses of LCMV Clone 13 Infection. A high dose LCMV clone 13 infection results in a transient antiviral CTL response followed by clonal exhaustion of the virus-specific T cells, due to the overwhelming amount of antigen present (7). We asked how global the T cell exhaustion was by examining the Vb8.1 spectratype. As shown in Fig. 7 A, the spectratype changed continuously from 7 to 13 d after LCMV clone 13 infection, when excess viral antigens were present. Some dominant peaks in the Vb8.1 spectratype disappeared at days 10 or 13 after infection: mouse 1 Jb1.1, mouse 3 Jb1.2, mouse 4 Jb1.3, mice 1 and 4 Jb1.5, and mouse 3 Jb1.6. Others changed from 7 to 13 d after infection, accompanied with new peak formation: mouse 2 Jb1.1, and mice 2 and 4 Jb1.6. However, others remained stable, such as those of mice 1 and 4 Jb1.2, mouse 3 Jb1.3, and mouse 1 Jb1.6. To determine whether all of the virus-induced CD8+ T cells were clonally exhausted and whether the skewed spectratype was due exclusively to CD4+ T cells, we sorted CD4+ and CD8+ cells from the spleen cells at 13 d after LCMV clone 13 infection to determine their Vb8.1 spectratype. As shown in Fig. 8, skewed spectratypes were detected in both CD4+ and CD8+ T cell populations. Therefore, the change of spectratype from 7–13 d after LCMV clone 13 infection was not due to selective preservation of the CD4+ T cell population.

To investigate whether a subset of T cells activated by high dose clone 13 infection was resistant to clonal exhaustion and survived in persistent infection, we examined the Vb8.1 spectratype during longer term infections. Although we still detected skewed Vb8.1 spectratypes at day 15 and, to a lesser extent, at day 22 after infection (data not shown), almost all of the spectratypes became like those of naive mice by 42 d after infection and remained the same thereafter (Fig. 7 B). Only very weak non-Gaussian spectratypes could sometimes be detected, such as that of Jb1.6 in mouse 5 (Fig. 7 B). This observation suggests that most clone 13–induced T cells eventually underwent clonal exhaustion. In summary, these results support the concept that continuous selection of T cells occurs in the presence of persistent antigens, but they also show that T cell clonal exhaustion occurs in the great majority of the virus-induced T cells, and only very weak T cell responses can be detected long after infection.

The LCMV-immune Spectratype Is Different from the Naive Spectratype but Resembles That of Acute Infection. It has not been known which activated T cells and what proportions of these T cells survive the apoptosis phase and become memory cells. Our LDA data indicate that there is only a two-fold reduction in the numbers of LCMV-specific pCTL per CD8+ cell between the peak of the acute infection and long term memory. The efficiencies of these assays, which indicate that ~2% of the CD8+ T cells are precursors for LCMV-specific CTL in immune mice, are unknown, and a much higher proportion of the T cells in the immune

![Figure 7](image-url) Evolution of the Vb8.1 spectratypes under conditions of clonal exhaustion by high doses of LCMV clone 13 infection. (A) Continuous change from days 7 to 13 in Vb8.1 spectratypes was detected in high dose LCMV clone 13 infection. The representative CDR3 profiles from the PB of four LCMV clone 13–infected mice are displayed. (B) Loss of skewed Vb8.1 spectratypes was detected after long term clone 13 infection. The representative CDR3 profiles from the PB of two LCMV clone 13–infected mice are displayed. The PCR products were subjected to run-off reactions using fluorescent Jb primers.

![Figure 8](image-url) Skewed Vb8.1 spectratype within CD8+ T cells under conditions of clonal exhaustion by high dose LCMV clone 13 infection. The representative CDR3 profiles were obtained from PB and sorted spleen cells at 13 d after LCMV clone 13 infection. The spleen cells were sorted by FACSS® to obtain CD4+ and CD8+ T cells. The purities of the sorted CD4+ and CD8+ T cells were 88 and 95%, respectively. Total RNA was extracted from each population of T cells and subjected to spectratyping.
state may be specific for the virus than previously thought. A recent study on tetrameric MHC-peptide staining of TCR supports the concept that a substantial number of memory cells remain virus specific (13). To determine the preservation and distribution of virus-induced T cell species in the memory state, we compared the Vß8.1 spectratype in the acute LCMV infection with that in the immune state from the same individual mice. The immune spectratype (Fig. 9 A, day 42; Fig. 9 C, 2–2.5 mo) was very different from the naive spectratype but resembled a combination of that of acutely infected and naive mice, consistent with only a moderate dilution of memory cells with naive cells (Fig. 9 A). This supports the concept that LCMV infection alters the host T cell repertoire dramatically and leaves it with a high frequency of LCMV-specific T cells (9). We found that very dominant peaks in the acute infection often remained present in the immune state. Six dominant peaks consisting of ~70% of the T cells in their specific Jß spectratypes were selected for sequence analysis. By direct sequencing of the PCR DNA, we were able to resolve a monoclonal sequence from one of the six peaks. Its TCR sequence was identical to that seen at day 10 of the acute infection (Fig. 6), and, notably, it had the same GXXN conserved motif seen in the acute Jß1.6 samples. It appears that very strong dominant peaks in the acute infection, regardless of which Jß they use, can be detected in the immune state by spectratyping.

Although pCTL data have shown that a high frequency of LCMV-specific pCTL remains stable throughout the lifetime of the mouse (1), it was still not clear how the TCR repertoire evolved long after infection and whether such a high frequency of pCTL reflected a drastic alteration of the host T cell repertoire in long term memory. Therefore, we examined the evolution of Vß8.1 TCR repertoire into long term memory by spectratyping. As shown in Fig. 9 B, dominant peaks were stably preserved from acute LCMV infection through 7 mo after infection, and during this period of time no other new peaks were generated.

Figure 9. Evolution of the Vß8.1 spectratypes from primary LCMV infection into memory and secondary responses. (A) The LCMV-immune Vß8.1 spectratype resembled that of acute infection, and most of the primary spectratypes were preserved during secondary infection. CDR3 profiles were obtained from PB of two individual mice at days 10 (D10) and 42 (D42) after primary LCMV infection and at day 5 after secondary infection. Day 0 spectratypes were obtained from two different naive controls. The run-off reactions were primed with radiolabeled (Jß1.1, Jß1.2, and Jß1.6) or fluorescent (Jß1.5 and Jß1.6) Jß primers. The significance of the preservation of dominant peaks in the immune state was determined as described in Materials and Methods. In this figure, all of the dominant peaks except those of Jß1.1, Jß1.2, and Jß1.6 from PB 1 remained skewed in memory. In secondary infection, some newly formed peaks such as those of Jß1.5 in PB 1 and PB 2, and Jß1.6 in PB 1 are marked with asterisks. (B) Dominant peaks were preserved from acute LCMV infection into long term memory. Representative CDR3 profiles were obtained from PB of one mouse at day 10 (D10), 4 mo (4MO), and 7 mo (7MO) after LCMV infection. In this figure, the Jß1.2 and Jß1.6 spectratypes were significantly preserved into 7 mo after infection. (C) Skewed Vß8.1 spectratypes were detected in LCMV-immune PEC. CDR3 profiles were obtained from PEC of day 10 (D10 PEC) LCMV-infected mice and from LCMV-immune spleen leukocytes (SPLEEN), PB (PB), and PEC (PEC) of two immune mice at 2–2.5 mo (2MO) after LCMV infection. The run-off reactions were primed with fluorescent Jß primers. The spectratypes were obtained from two different mice.
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Thus, a high frequency of LCMV-induced T cells can be preserved from acute infection into long term memory and permanently skew the host T cell repertoire.

In the immune state, the spectratypes of PB and spleen were similar to each other, but that of PEC was somewhat different (Fig. 9C) in that it even more closely resembled that of the PB during the acute infection, which is consistent with our previous findings that LCMV-immune PEC contain a higher frequency of LCMV-specific pCTL (25). This might be because the LCMV infection had been established permanently by i.p. inoculation or because few naive T cells accumulated in the peritoneal cavity to dilute out the memory cell population.

To determine the effects of secondary LCMV infection on the spectratype, we rechallenged the immune mice with a high dose of LCMV (10⁷ PFU) and then analyzed their Vβ8.1 spectratypes. The LCMV-induced secondary spectratype was similar in most of the dominant peaks but was different in some, compared with that of the primary infection. Fig. 9A shows that subdominant peaks, such as those of Jβ1.5 in mice 1 and 2 and that of Jβ1.6 in mouse 1, appeared in the secondary response for the first time. The further selection of the TCR repertoire was not due to a nonspecific activation induced by culture media, as the media-injected LCMV-immune mice had a spectratype similar to that of their immune state (data not shown). To confirm that the secondary infection activated LCMV-specific T cells, we examined CTL activities on the same day (day 5) as the spectratype analyses after secondary LCMV infection. Significant LCMV-specific CTL activities were detected (63% specific lysis against LCMV-infected targets at E/T = 200 in a direct ex vivo 6-h assay). These results support the generally accepted concept that further maturation of the T cell response can occur in a secondary viral infection.

Discussion

In this study we have provided evidence supporting the concepts that (a) the virus-induced T cell repertoire during a primary infection changes little after clearance of the viral antigens; (b) it is continuously selected in the presence of excess viral antigens leading to persistent infection; (c) the LCMV infection substantially skew the host T cell repertoire in the memory state long after virus is cleared; and (d) genetically identical mice generate somewhat predictable but nevertheless remarkably different T cell responses to the same antigens. Evidence supporting the first and second concepts is that the LCMV-induced Vβ8.1 spectratype changes little between 8 and 12 d after LCMV infection, a time when the virus has already been cleared (Fig. 5), but it continues to evolve from 7 to 13 d after the infection of a high dose of the clonally exhausting LCMV clone 13 (Fig. 7A). Our spectratype data are consistent with our kinetic studies on the pCTL frequencies, which show that the proportions of the three LCMV immunodominant peptide-specific pCTL become fixed within the LCMV-specific repertoire by day 7 after infection, and thereafter remain the same throughout the lifetime of the mouse (9). Although a limitation of the spectratyping technique is that it cannot detect subtle changes of the TCR usage within each peak of the spectratype, our direct sequencing of the PCR DNA revealed that the TCR sequences of the same-sized dominant peaks within a specific Jβ spectrum induced by the parent LCMV strain remained stable between days 8 and 12 after infection (Fig. 6). In contrast, the spectratype analyses showed that from 7 to 13 d after LCMV clone 13 infection the spectratypes changed continuously (Fig. 7A); such changes were not due to selective preservation of CD4+ T cells, as skewd spectratypes were detected in both CD4+ and CD8+ T cell populations at 13 d after infection (Fig. 8). The disappearance of the dominant peaks from 7 to 10 d of the clone 13 infection paralleled the deletion of the virus-specific CTL precursors; such a reduction in pCTL was originally reported by Moskophidis et al. (7) and confirmed by us during the course of these studies (26). The appearance of new peaks and the stable presence of other peaks from 7 to 13 d after clone 13 infection indicated that some T cells remained activated instead of undergoing clonal exhaustion during this period of time. However, the majority of these T cells eventually underwent clonal exhaustion long after the initial infection by continuous stimulation with excess viral antigens, as most spectratypes became like those of naive mice; only very weakly skewed spectratypes could occasionally be detected at 42 d after clone 13 infection (Fig. 7B). Taken together, these results suggest that no further selection of LCMV-specific T cells occurs during the apoptosis phase in acute LCMV infection, although a continuous selection of LCMV-specific T cells does occur in the presence of excess viral antigens in LCMV clone 13 infection.

A previous, unresolved question was to what degree the specific immune response contracts after a systemic virus infection. Our spectratype data show that the LCMV infection substantially skewd the host T cell repertoire in the memory state, as dominant peaks from the acute infection remain present. The immune spectratype 6–8 wk after infection is very different from that of naive mice, but resembles the combination of that of acutely infected and naive mice (Fig. 9A). Thus, a host's T cell repertoire can be substantially altered by a virus infection, and remains skewed after the virus has been cleared. This molecular analysis is consistent with previous observations revealed by LDA and by quantification of transgenic T cells showing that LCMV infection leaves the host T cell repertoire with a very high frequency of LCMV-specific T cells (9, 12, 27), a claim also supported by a recent report on MHC-tetramer binding studies. However, here we have been able to show how a multiclonal T cell repertoire evolves from acute infection and is preserved in the memory state.

pCTL data have shown that the frequency of the LCMV-specific pCTL remains stable throughout the lifetime of the mouse (9, 12). In this study, we have examined the preservation of the LCMV-induced Vβ8.1 spectratype up to 7 mo after infection. We found that the relative intensity of a dominant peak within that specific spectrum was weaker at 4 mo than at 6–7 wk after LCMV infection (data not shown), but thereafter remained stable at least
through 7 mo of infection (Fig. 9 B). This may reflect the ability of RT-PCR to measure mRNA levels, which were probably reduced in the older memory cells, as incubation of the immune spleen cells or PB leukocytes with IL-2 rapidly revealed a spectratype similar to that of the acute infection (data not shown).

A broad spectrum of Vβ8.1+ T cells was activated during acute LCMV infection (Fig. 3). A previous report examining specific T cell clones to Epstein-Barr virus suggested that an immunodominant epitope induced a broad T cell repertoire and that a subdominant epitope induced a more restricted T cell repertoire (28). The Vβ8+ T cells recognize three LCMV immunodominant peptides (Table 1), so it is not surprising that a broad spectrum of T cells were activated during acute LCMV infection. Since dominant peaks in the acute infection are present in the immune state, it also appears that a broad repertoire of LCMV-specific T cells can be selected into memory. Some CTL clones isolated from LCMV-immune mice infected with serologically unrelated viruses, such as vaccinia virus or PV, cross-react between the two viruses (29). A broad spectrum of LCMV-specific memory T cells enhances the probability of having cross-reactive memory cell clones that can be stimulated and expanded quickly in the event of a second virus infection, thus providing protective immunity or influencing the pathogenesis of a second infection. Experiments have, in fact, demonstrated that a history of LCMV infection provides protective immunity against vaccinia virus, PV, and murine cytomegalovirus by controlling the viral replication early in infection (1). This examination of the Vβ8.1 TCR usage suggests that the majority of the dominant T cell clones detectable by spectratyping is not eliminated during the apoptosis phase and survive in the memory cell population.

The fact that the spectratypes of immune splenocytes and PB resemble a combination of the spectratypes found in these compartments of acutely infected and naive mice suggests that virus-specific memory cells become diluted with naive cells, a result consistent with our LDA analyses (9). However, the immune PEC have a spectratype virtually identical to that of the lymphoid compartments during the acute infection, which is consistent with the observation that immune PEC contained a very high frequency of LCMV-specific T cells (25). This result could be due to the fact that there is a lack of dilution of the memory cells with naive cells in the peritoneal cavity. Alternatively, the LCMV-specific memory T cells may be more likely to circulate back to the initial peritoneal cavity inoculation site. It is also possible that some viral antigens remain in the peritoneal cavity to provide continuous stimulation to the LCMV-specific T cells, such that they express a higher level of TCR RNA.

A recent study of the functional fine specificity of the LCMV-specific CTL response led Bachmann et al. (30) to propose that many T cells were deleted from the repertoire during the apoptosis phase of the primary LCMV infection. Previously published LDA data (9) as well as our data here showing that the spectratype and the examined TCR sequences remained stable during the apoptosis phase of the primary infection (Figs. 5 and 6) are inconsistent with that suggestion. However, they do not rule out the possibility that weak T cell responses insufficient to register in LDA or spectratype analyses were eliminated during this time period. Nevertheless, our data would indicate that changes in the T cell repertoire between the primary and secondary infections are not a consequence of the apoptotic phase of infection, but instead are due to the selective pressure of antigen during secondary infection.

An observation that we found of great interest is that even though genetically identical mice generate similar levels of CTL responses against the LCMV immunodominant peptides (9, 13), the TCR repertoire generating these responses differed from mouse to mouse (Fig. 3). Differences in spectratypes were even seen in LCMV-infected, α/β TCR-deficient mice reconstituted with a common pool of euthymic mouse splenocytes, supporting the argument that these differences were not caused by prior exposure to different antigens by the individual mice (data not shown). C57BL/6 mice infected with the same dose of LCMV had different spectratypes (Fig. 3). There was preferential Jβ usage and some homogeneity in the CDR3 length, but sequence analysis of the same sized discrete Vβ8.1-Jb16 spectratype peaks revealed different DNA sequences. Although the DNA sequences were different, a conserved GXXN amino acid motif was detected in all the sequences analyzed, suggesting the importance of both the CDR3 length and this motif for the recognition of LCMV. Direct sequencing of dominant spectratype bands may be a useful technique to define conserved motifs associated with regions of the TCR involved in binding to the peptide-MHC complex. These observations are complementary to that of Maryanski et al. (31), who found that each of the mice immunized with the P815-CW3 cells displayed distinct but structurally similar CD8+ TCR repertoires to the HLA-CW3 170-179 epitope, in that they had similar CDR3 length and displayed a conserved non-V, non-J-encoded glycine residue. A stochastic effect may play an important role in the differences of T cell responses to the same antigens. The fact that genetically identical hosts generate different T cell responses to the same antigens may help explain the variation of incidence in virus-induced autoimmune diseases in genetically identical hosts. For example, ~30% of the diabetes-resistant BB/W rats developed diabetes after Kilham’s rat virus infection (32).

In summary, the data presented here indicate that genetically identical hosts generate remarkably different T cell responses to the same antigens and that studies on the evolution of the T cell repertoire require following the same individual hosts longitudinally during an antigenic challenge. Data from such a longitudinal study support the concepts that the virus-induced T cell repertoire remains stable both after clearance of the virus and during the apoptosis phase of the T cell response but evolves in the presence of the viral antigens, as shown in the clone 13 model and during secondary LCMV infection. A multiclonal T cell response induced during an infection is preserved into memory and continues to markedly skew the host T cell repertoire long after the virus has been cleared.
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